The Story of My Misfortunes

The Story of My Misfortunes, also known
as Historia Calamitatum (A history of my
calamities), is an autobiographical work by
Peter Abelard, one of medieval Frances
most important intellectuals and a pioneer
of scholastic philosophy. The Story of My
Misfortunes is one of the first
autobiographical works in medieval
Western Europe, written in the form of a
letter. KNOW, then, that I am come from a
certain town which was built on the way
into lesser Brittany, distant some eight
miles, as I think, eastward from the city of
Nantes, and in its own tongue called Palets.
Such is the nature of that country, or, it
may be, of them who dwell therefor in
truth they are quick in fancythat my mind
bent itself easily to the study of letters. Yet
more, I had a father who had won some
smattering of letters before he had girded
on the soldiers belt.
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